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ANZAC EDITION – No 59 APRIL  2015 
 

CALENDER 2015 
25 April – Anzac Day – Dawn service at Enoggera and City march. 
1 July (Wednesday) – Canberra RA Svy 100th Anniversary Observance at AWM, National Archives &  
           Lobby Restaurant 
4/5 July (Sat/Sun) – Bendigo  RA Svy 100th Anniversary Celebrations – City Hall, All Seasons   
       Function Centre, Fortuna & Gold Mines Hotel 
12 September – Annual Reunion and AGM (location TBA) 
December – Drinks at I Topo and Derek Chambers Award presentation. 

 
 

ANZAC DAY – 100
th

 Centenary 
 

Join your mates for our Anzac Day celebration on Friday 25 April. Again we start with the Dawn Service at 0500h 
at Enoggera  2 CER entering from Wardell St. Location details to be advised. .Jim Beard  is to place the 
Association wreath (Alex is away).  
City March: WW2 veterans will march ‘in block’ at the front with those who cannot march following in busses or 
vehicles. Bob Skitch is to lead the survey contingent this year. The City parade commences at 1000h – order of 
march TBA.  We are positioned immediately after the RAE Aust Water Tpt Assn and before the RASigs Assn. 
 FUP is in George St. between Charlotte and Elizabeth Streets. Keep an eye open for our distinctive Banner. The 
great theodolite will be carried by a fit young member of 1Topo in the usual regimental manner immediately 
behind our leader and in front of the Banner – also carried by stalwarts from the Topographical Squadron. 
 
Post-march reunion is confirmed as being at the Alderley Arms Hotel with finger food/snacks being provided 
(funded by the Association). The bar opens at 1300h. Alderley railway station is very close by and the Council bus 
route goes past the hotel. Ample parking is available at the rear of the hotel. (enter the hotel from the car park) 1 
Topo Svy Sqn members are particularly welcome.  
Please note - All transport is by private arrangement. 
March Protocol – Refer back to Bulletin 41 (Mar 2010) to refresh on March protocol. 
  
Berets: Don’t forget to wear your Association purple beret.  

 
1 TOPO SVY SQN –  
WO1 Diana Souter has provided the following statement to clarify our relationship to 1 Topo with particular regard 
to Anzac Day and the traditional Dawn Service at Engineers Enoggera... 
 
We are still Engineers. I know this continues to cause a lot of confusion. All Geospatial Technicians (old Carto 
Techs) and the Multi Media Techs (old Illustrators) belong to Corps of Engineers. However,1 Topo Svy Sqn HQ 
component (GEOs, Clerks, Q staff and Sigs etc) is now part of 1 Int Battalion but not the Int Corps. So we wear 
the RAE hat badge (Corps we belong to) and  the 1 INT BN shoulder patch (unit we belong to) and we have been 
allowed (whilst we are still 1 Topo Svy Sqn) to retain our Sqn colour patch on our hats. 
 
The RA Svy Corps Association will continue to be welcome to attend the Dawn Service at RAE Enoggera….Diana 
 
 

http://www.rasurvey.org/
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COMMITTEE 
 
Patron 

 
Lieutenant Colonel  

 
E.U. Anderson MBE 

 
Ph 3408 9179 

    
EXECUTIVE    
President 
 
Vice President & 
Web Site Mgr 

Alex Cairney 
 
Kym Weston 

Ph 3142 0098 
Mob 0418 196 566 
 
Ph 5313 7975     
mob 0438 172 127 

email pres.qld@rasurvey.org   
          cairneyalex@gmail.com  

email: kym@westonsweb.com 

 

Secretary 
 
Treasurer 
Asst Sec/ Treas 

Greg Knight 
 
Ross Smithwick 
Barry Lutwyche, OAM 

Mob 041 432 1827 
 
Ph 3356 5786 
Ph 3264 2191 

email: sec.qld@rasurvey.org 
           greg.knight@gadgetkings.com   
email  rdsmithwick@ozemail.com.au 
email: barrylutwyche@hotmail.com 

 
COMMITTEE 

   

Past President Peter Bates-Brownsword Ph 3289 7001  
Mob 040 789 7001  

email: petenbarb@dovenetq.net.au 

Bulletin Editor & 
Historian 

Bob Skitch   Ph 3350 1550 Brisbane 
or 5438 0550 Caloundra 

email: bob@skitch.me 

    

1 TOPO SVY 
SQN 

   

Squadron OC Maj David Cave   

Squadron SSM WO1 Diana Soutar Ph 3332 7564  
mob 043 817 5977 

email: diana.soutar@defence.gov.au   

 
Note: Refer Veteran’s Affairs matters to Peter Bates-Brownsword and Barry Lutwyche 

 
NOTICES 

 

POST OUT OF BULLETIN 
Our post-out by email continues with only about twenty members requiring hard copy. Keep in mind if you require 
hard copy let Secretary Greg know and hard copy will be sent. 

 
 

BERETS – BERETS – BERETS 
Our stocks of our ever popular beret are now nearly depleted. However, stocks are held at Christie’s in Sydney. 
Be distinctive in the RA Survey Association headdress. Contact Alex Cairney email alex.cairney@hotmail.com  
Note: Christies can be contacted as follows:  
Unit 4D; 1-7 Unwin Bridge Rd, St Peters, NSW 2044. Phone 02 9519 0784 

 

VIETNAM – A TECHNICAL TOUR by Bob McMillan-Kay.  
Copies can be obtained from Bob McMillan-Kay at a cost of $36.00 including postage. We commend this highly 
successful book of Bob’s Vietnam experience. Bob’s address is 14 March Lane, Maryborough, Qld, 4650. 

 

RA SURVEY HISTORY by Dr Chris Coulthard Clark – copies are still available. Contact Secretary Greg Knight 
for details. 

 

APMAKERS OF FORTUNA 
Copies may be purchased from the Ex-Fortuna Survey Association (PO Box 865 Bendigo 3552) at $60.00 plus 
postage of $11.50 which includes cost of a padded postal bag.  

 

ASSOCIATION TIE or SCARF & BADGE 
Cost of tie or scarf is $25.00 plus postage. Association badges are still available from the Queensland 
Association. Place your order with the Queensland Association. Phone or email Secretary Greg Knight 

mailto:pres.qld@rasurvey.org
mailto:cairneyalex@gmail.com
mailto:kym@westonsweb.com
mailto:sec.qld@rasurvey.org
mailto:greg.knight@gadgetkings.com
mailto:rdsmithwick@ozemail.com.au
mailto:barrylutwyche@hotmail.com
mailto:petenbarb@dovenetq.net.au
mailto:bob@skitch.me
mailto:diana.soutar@defence.gov.au
mailto:alex.cairney@hotmail.com
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OUR HISTORY PROJECT – WHAT DID WE DO, 1946 – 1996? 
Our ‘What Did We Do’ project remains open for further contributions. Have a look and see if you can fill a few of 
the gaps. Email your contribution direct to Bob Skitch bob@skitch.me or enter your data on our website – 

www.rasurvey.org. 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
Keep your membership alive. Paid-up status for Ordinary Members terminates with the AGM on the first 
Saturday in September. Annual subscription is $15.00 per year. We suggest that paying three or more 
years in advance is a good idea. 

 

FACEBOOK GROUP - ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SURVEY CORPS (RASVY) 
 
Daryn Radford (Major) has set up a Facebook Group Royal Australian Survey Corps (RASvy) open to 
all to exchange information and photos. Darren describes the Group as... 
A Facebook Group for former Australian Army Survey Corps personnel to post information and photos 
of interest. This is different from the Facebook 'Organisation' page which was automatically generated 
from Wikipedia by Facebook. It is also not the official page of the various RASvy associations 
(rasurvey.org), however, feel free to communicate via this group. 
The popularity of the group is attested by its useage – 150 so far. 
 
Major Daryn Radford is currently posted to the Military Geographic Information Systems Project Office 
(MGI SPO) at the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO). His current Director is Mr (ex RASvy Major) 

Frank Franceschini.  

 
 

FIVE DAYS ON THE WESTERN  FRONT.....Bob Skitch 
 

 
 

 
Wendy and I arrived home from our latest (and possibly our last) visit to UK in September 2014 after six 
weeks of family visits. Our principal motivation in making this increasingly arduous trip was to acquaint 
ourselves with our new grandson Benjamin Skitch, coincidently born in St Thomas’s hospital on the 
southern side of the mighty Thames directly opposite Big Ben. Of course there were family gatherings, 
birthdays (my son Christopher celebrates his 40th a month after my 80th) and a christening but also visits 
in the near perfect London mid-summer weather – Iain and Evaline Whittington at Devon (exchange 
officer at the Army Survey Regiment 1978/79), cousins Bob and Anne Skitch and Stella Skitch at 
Suffolk, an interesting trip to the headquarters of Royal Engineers at Chatham with Mike Nolan (retired 
REColonel) and, closer to London, the historical Kew Gardens and the London Transport Museum at 
Covent Garden (I love London buses).  
 
But, with apologies to the family, most memorable and emotionally moving was my son Christopher’s 
and my five days on the Western Front in northern France and Belgium visiting the Australian battle 
fields – the Somme, Pozieres, Beaumont Hamel, Ypres, Fromelles, Messine and of course, the Menim 

mailto:bob@skitch.me
http://www.rasurvey.org/
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Frasurvey.org%2F&h=RAQEejq2v&s=1
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Gate ceremony – so simple but incredibly moving. Chris and I went in Chris’s car on the Eurotunnel 
Shuttle through the ‘Chunnel’ (itself an experience) departing on Sunday 17 August emerging at Calais 
then motoring south to Arras where we had booked our accommodation. En-route, well almost so, we 
spent a few hours at Vimy Ridge and the magnificent and moving Canadian Memorial, without doubt 
the most beautiful of all on the Western Front.  
 
I have written in some detail of the experience, one I will never forget and since that runs to eighteen 
pages with many photos I will simply provide here a brief on where we went. I had been in touch with 
Phillip Robinson who has had a long involvement with the Durand Group in opening and making safe 
many of the tunnels of the Western Front and Phillip arranged two excellent and knowledgeable 
professional guides for us on two successive days, one on the Somme and the other on the north 
eastern area of Ypres-Messines.  
 
On our final day we spent some hours at Fromelles where there are three Australian cemeteries, the 
most recent Pheasant Wood opened 2013, the Australian Memorial Park featuring the ‘Cobbers Statue’ 
and VC Corner, the first of the Fromelles Australian cemeteries. The battle of Fromelles took place on 
the night of 19/20 July 1916 and was the first heavy engagement of the Australians in France (5th 
Division AIF) having just arrived from the Middle East and Gallipoli. It was an appalling disaster with 
5,500 lost (KIA and WIA) in 24 hours remaining to this day the greatest losses of Australian soldiers 
within a period of 24 hours.  
 
Driving around the Western Front and Flanders one sees the Australian flag flying, often in the most 
unexpected locations. It is a tremendously moving experience.   
 
I have included a selection of photos at the end of this Bulletin. Should any be interested in my full 
writing of 18 pages and many photos email me on bob@skitch.me …….Bob Skitch 
 

GALLIPOLI MAPMAKER JAMES NICHOLAS MURRAY'S 'UNTOLD STORY' UNCOVERED IN SMALL 
QUEENSLAND TOWN.... (excerpt) ...Story by David Lewis 

Ed: The full ABC article can be found through the hyperlink... 
 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-26/anzac-james-nicholas-murrays-untold-story-discovered-in-

emerald/6042422 

 

 A treasure-trove of original World War I documents handwritten by a soldier who served in Gallipoli has 
been found, stolen, and then returned, in an eventful few months in the central Queensland town of 
Emerald. 
 
The documents belonged to licensed surveyor Private James Nicholas Murray, who produced what 
were thought to be the most detailed maps to date of Russell's Top, a lesser-known but strategically 
critical line of defence in the eight-month long battle. 
Using only a compass and piece of string, the then 30-year-old sketched the trenches and tunnels in 
the steep slopes above Anzac Cove while under fire, recording his thoughts in a pocket-sized diary, all 
of which remain intact to this day. Researcher Margaret Rawsthorne from the Emerald RSL told the 
ABC’s 7.30 report "It's an untold story and I think it's a story the whole nation will embrace". 
 
Private Murray, affectionately known as "JN", managed to protect his work throughout the entire military 
campaign, eventually sending all of it back to Australia in the mail before the allied forces withdrew. His 
grandson Mark Murray, also a surveyor, admits he failed to recognise the importance of JN's work, 
keeping it stored in a chest of drawers for several years until Ms Rawsthorne came knocking and asked 
to have a look."We arranged a meeting with Mark and he brought in this suitcase," she said."He opened 
the suitcase and it was incredible." Inside the suitcase was a mountain of material and although the ink 
was fading fast, excerpts from JN's diary were visible enough to be transcribed. Now Mr Murray has 
painstakingly pieced together his original maps, page by page. 

mailto:bob@skitch.me
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-26/anzac-james-nicholas-murrays-untold-story-discovered-in-emerald/6042422
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-26/anzac-james-nicholas-murrays-untold-story-discovered-in-emerald/6042422
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The discovery captured the imagination of Captain Andrew 
Craig who is in charge of the commemoration of the Anzac 
centenary in Queensland. He said “The map Mr Murray 
had pulled together provided more detail of Russell's Top 
than any other I have seen. I don't think even the War 
Memorial has got documentation of the detail of that 
tunneling work and trenching work to the extent that we've 
got here,"  
 
After visiting Emerald to personally inspect the maps, 
Captain Craig said he was now looking at ways to digitise 
the field notes so the public could access them."If we can 
take this work and overlay it, perhaps onto a topographical 
map, we'll get a very good idea of the sort of work that 
Private Murray did and just how that fits into the whole 
plan and the fortification of Russell's Top," he said. 
 
ED: Murray and Associates is a surveying firm located in a 
number of country towns throughout Queensland. The firm 
is celebrating its centenary this year. I think their head 
office is at Gympie – it was when I last had dealings with 
them – and a number of offices throughout Queensland. 
The firm has a comprehensive website which comes up if 
you Google ‘Murray and Associates’. The maps of course 
were reconstructed and drawn in that office or one of the 

others I believe. Their firm’s logo is on the map shown in the ABC feature.......Bob 
 
Peter Jensen in an email to John Mobbs (CC to Bob Skitch and others) commented...... 
  
 Another gem from the old suitcase in the shed.  I am preparing a paper/presentation on Gallipoli 
ANZAC sector surveys and mapping for the ANZ Maps 2015 annual conference just after Anzac Day 
and also for the Institution of Surveyors, VIC annual conference the week before Anzac Day so will 
chase up some of the story.   
I found that Murray was in 25th Aust Inf Bn having enlisted in Brisbane although he lived in Armidale 
NSW.  It was common practice for surveyors and draftsmen (there were about eight in the battalion 
when they left Australia in June 1915) to be detached from their units to help Fd Engr Coys or to 
Corps/Div/Bde headquarters to update maps or make new ones including doing the surveys through the 
firing lines, other trenches and tunnels.  This was anything from compass and string/steel tapes, 
tacheometer, plane-tabling Turk positions using periscopes, triangulation, abney levels to densify 
contours etc. The surveys were also used to control the Navy air photography to map the Turk 
trenches.  That is how they got by without a Topo Section at that time. 
By October it all fitted together in a fairly homogenous system with the campaign wide grid on 1 inch = 
50 yards; Trench Maps with 10 foot contours, and maps of 1 inch = 15 feet for some engineer mining 
works. The grid allowed reporting direct to 12.5 yards using the 1/4 inch blue gridded notebooks that all 
officers then used. 
No doubt still lots of good stuff in family trunks and maybe the centenary will bring out a lot more.  
Hopefully it will all end up at AWM and digitized and put on their web-site.....Peter J 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-01-26/private-james-nicholas-murray2c-pictures-in-his-uniform/6042732
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HELICOPTER DOWN........Doug Willis 

  
Ed: I became aware of this accident when Doug Willis posted on the new RA Svy Group Facebook site 
this photograph. I was unable to copy the photo and paste into a word doc and managed to contact 
Doug through the good office of Lt Col Greg Tolcher. I asked Doug whether he would be prepared to let 
me use the photo in our Bulletin and he might like to contribute his story of the event – also a bit about 
his own twenty year service. He has done so – all below. 
Doug writes… 
 
 The accident occurred on the 30th of May 1995 in Kiowa A17-021.  

 
Kiowa A17-021 down. – Doug Willis, Peter Tolcher, Dick Crawford 

 
We had been doing field checking with a small detachment based out of Drysdale Station. Due to 
unseasonal rain throughout the region our vehicles kept getting bogged and we used helicopters to 
continue field verifications. The accident happened in the vicinity of Wood River. We were only about 
500 ft above the ground. I was in the back seat and Dick Crawford was in the front seat with the pilot (Lt 
Peter Tolchard). The front doors had been taken off to assist with the field verification. We were 
hovering above the ground at the time capturing GPS coordinates for each change in direction of a 
fence line. Dick had the GPS in the front and I was writing down the coordinates in the back with a 
pencil.  
 
I had dropped my pencil, when trying to write down a coordinate and I couldn't reach it where it had 
landed on the floor because of the seat belt shoulder harness. I unclipped my harness and reached 
down. Just as I reached down it felt as though the helicopter dipped and sunlight started flickering as 
the Kiowa went into a spin. I had the re-fueling gear on the seat to my right which I grabbed and a bar 
that extended across the inside of the cabin with my other hand. There was no time to put my seat belt 
back on. As the Kiowa hit the ground the bar I was holding snapped off and the rear doors popped open 
as the cabin compressed. My first thoughts were that the helicopter was going to ignite and as such my 
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first reaction was to put a foot out the door to start running. Peter Tolchard reached out to stop me 
because the still spinning helicopter blades hitting the ground convinced me that I should remain 
seated. 
 
When the blades stopped we egressed. Both Dick and I were winded and it felt like I couldn't breathe 
regularly for a fair while. Peter started to send mayday messages over the radio, but we were very close 
to a large range of hills. Dick had a minor cut to his leg from the map board that had been at his feet. He 
also felt pain in his back. I was in a fair bit of pain in my lower back and upper back. This photo shows 
what the back seat of a Kiowa looks like; not a lot of cushioning. 

 
I noticed a jet stream of a plane flying at high altitude (it 
was apparently an international flight en route to Sydney). 
Peter was able to contact this plane and a mayday was 
relayed through various air traffic control teams back to the 
other Army Kiowa on this operation. After a while that 
helicopter arrived. Many photographs were taken and we 
were then evacuated to a nearby station, where a Caribou 
was on standby to fly us to Darwin. The medical staff was 
on standby and we had an initial evaluation. Dick went into 
hospital overnight. I lied and said that I was feeling well as 
I had a brother in Darwin I hadn't seen in many years. I 
went out and had a few beers with him and stayed at his 

place. When I lay down and rested I was in a fair bit of discomfort with pain. 
 
The next day we both went off for Xrays which revealed crush fractures in my back. I think Dick also 
had crush fractures. We had a psychological evaluation and debrief. We were told that we were lucky to 
get out of this one alive given our proximity to the ground. I never saw the accident report, but from 
what I understand a willy-willy had hit the tail rotor.  
 
I still suffer a fair bit of pain with my lower and upper back and DVA provide weekly physio and 
rehabilitation sessions. I do remain active and when I can I try to play Masters AFL Footy. 
 
A rough outline of my career: 
Joined the Army in Perth on the 22nd of April 1986. Was on an IET course with Pat Austine who is still 
in the Army. I seemed to have a knack for photogrammetry but failed miserably in field surveying. 
I was very fortunate to be posted back to Perth – 5 Field Survey Squadron. I did two field survey 
operations, one based out of Wittenoom and the second out of Learmonth near Exmouth. I did an air 
camera operator’s course whilst posted to Perth. 5 Field Survey was being closed and I was posted to 4 
Field Survey Squadron inn Adelaide. I was on OP Aright based out of Horn Island in the Torres Strait. I 
also did air camera  operation based out of Madang in PNG and out of Honiara in the Solomon Islands. 
I was then posted to the Army Svy Regt Bendigo. I then did the last field checking operation on 
attachment with 4 Field during which we had the accident. 
I was posted to RMIT for a year of long term schooling and was then posted to 1 Topo Svy Sqn in 1998 
in Brisbane and did a 5 month exchange to the UK on ‘Longlook’ and got to Germany and Norway. In 
2000 I was posted to HQ 3 Bde in Townsville. I jagged a trip to Canada to support an ABCA exercise 
(which included a round the world ticket). I was posted to the Defence Imagery Geospatial Organisation 
in Canberra in 2004. I returned to HQ 3 Bde in Townsville in 2005 and then left the Army after 20 years 
service. 
 
I have just finished working with a not-for-profit organisation helping graziers and sugar cane farmers in 
North Queensland improve practices to reduce sediment and nutrient loads into the Great Barrier Reef. 
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I have included a link to a whole pile of photographs from the accident. Feel free to use. If the link 
doesn't work, I can send through some select images. These include some other photographs by David 
Hurley that were taken during recovery. 
 
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B91e1OLHUOfUQnVJaVNlSHR0Wm8&usp=sharing 

Hope this helps. My first SSM at 5 Field Survey Squadron was Col Darch who was in that Irian Jaya 
helicopter accident. 
I aim to be in Bendigo for the 100th, will say Gidday then. 
Regards ..Doug Willis (IFU Services - doug.willis@ifu.net.au - http://www.ifu.net.au  0447226246) 
Ed: A great and inspirational career 

 

TWO CENTURIES OF MAP-MAKING – FROM WILLIAM SMITH'S SURVEY TO SATELLITES 
 by John Howell – Professor of Geology, University of Aberdeen 

 
ED:  This interesting little article was published in ‘The Conversation’, an academic on-line publication 
to attract comment (and ‘conversation). Re-publication without alteration is permitted. I have taken the 

liberty of including my own comment at the end.  
 
This year marks the 200th anniversary since William Smith 
published his life’s work, a Geological Map of England and 
Wales, in 1815. While “Strata Smith” and his map are well-
known among geologists, this humble man and his amazing 
map do not receive the attention or wider recognition they 
deserve. Smith’s achievement was arguably as significant 
as Darwin’s, yet he resides in relative obscurity. 
Smith’s achievement was remarkable for a number of 
reasons. He made the scientific leap that the rocks of the 
Earth’s crust could be overlaid onto a basic topographic 
map, in doing so giving birth to the science of geology. He 
also did this in the face of considerable social prejudice – at 
a time when the scientific community was landed gentry and 
gentlemen of leisure; the idea that Smith, a lowly surveyor, 
could come up with such a revolutionary concept was 
derided. His work was plagiarised and he was bankrupted, 
spending time in debtor’s jail, before his eventual vindication 
just before his death in 1839. The fact that he single 
handedly managed to map the whole of England and Wales, 
in his spare time, to produce a map that is remarkably 
accurate even today is to any modern geologist truly 

breathtaking. 
C 

So impressive were Smith’s achievements that very little changed for the 
next 170 years. Geological maps continued to be drawn up in much the 
same way as he had demonstrated. Geologists walked the hills and 
dales, identifying rocks with hammer and hand lens, then marking the 
boundaries between the layers onto a topographic base map. The basic 
tools were the compass, the magnifying glass, the hammer, coloured 
pencils and a map. Today, every geology student still spends five or six 
weeks of their final summer at university investigating the geology of an 
area and marking it onto a map in much the same way that Smith 
worked. 
 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B91e1OLHUOfUQnVJaVNlSHR0Wm8&usp=sharing
mailto:doug.willis@ifu.net.au
http://www.ifu.net.au/
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/science-of-natural-history/biographies/william-smith/
http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/science-of-natural-history/biographies/william-smith/
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In with the new 
Which is not to say that nothing has changed in mapping. Since the earliest maps we have strived to 
explain graphically the spatial relationships between places. The earliest maps were mere estimation. 
The first real advance was the introduction of measurement into the map-making process; the advent of 
the compass allowed mapmakers to describe orientation and direction in a systematic manner, 
while the barometer allowed estimates of altitude and the sextant gave information on position. These 
advances led to the first real topographic maps where the map is an accurate representation of the 
location of both natural and man-made features. By Smith’s time, we were quite good at generating 
basic maps although the processes for surveying were slow and laborious. 
 
The big advance after Smith came in the early 20th century with the arrival of aircraft. For the first time 
the map maker could actually see a true bird’s eye view of the features that were previously only 
inferred from measurements on the ground. Consistent sets of scaled photographs allowed much faster 
mapping of the plan-view relationships between features. The introduction of stereoscopy 
and photogrammetry (taking measurements from photographs) exploited the distortion apparent in a 
circular camera lens when applied to a square or rectangular image. By using overlapping photographs 
the three-dimensional topography of the features in the photo could be mathematically reconstructed, 
speeding up terrain mapping. 
 
From physical to digital tools 
The arrival of the computer in the early 1970s brought the first Digital Elevation Model, a 3D model 
created from elevation data, and greater use of the wealth of data arriving from the growing number of 
orbital satellites. 
 
Around the same time came the evolution of LiDAR (Laser Detection and Ranging), which – by analogy 
with radar – creates a map based on the reflection of a laser beam (rather than radiowave). Vast “point 
clouds” are built up by systems measuring hundreds of thousands of points per second, providing maps 
of incredible precision. 
 
The 20th century’s final major advance was the evolution of Geography Information Science, bringing 
together systematically vast libraries of geographic data. The turn of the millennium saw the capacity to 
remotely survey our world (and even other planets, as seen with Google’s maps of Mars and the moon) 
and to create extremely accurate maps populated with layers of data. 
 
Combining the best 
The tools have changed for 21st century geologists following in Smith’s footsteps. In the field we now 
use GPS to accurately locate our position on tablet computers. Compasses and inclinometers are now 
integrated into our smart phones, and LiDAR machines can map cliffs with centimetre precision in 
minutes. New methods such as hyperspectral scanning, which uses the variable absorbency of objects 
allowing infrared light to automatically identify types of rock, terrain or vegetation, is now routine. 
 
Data are stored and published digitally using systems such as the apps and websites of the British 
Geological Survey making them widely available to scientists and the public alike. So 200 years on, we 
may ponder what Smith would have made of the legacy of his first map. With such a struggle for 
recognition during his life, hopefully he’d feel vindicated in the direction geology took afterwards. 
 
William Smith was certainly a remarkable man as is attested in Simon Winchester's fascinating book 
'The Map that changed the World' and many others. His map of sixteen or more sheets is on the wall 
in the foyer of the Geological Society in London covered by a pull curtain for protection. Copies at a 
greatly reduced scale can be purchased. It is remarkably similar to a present day geological map of UK. 
He was also a surveyor of note - not a 'lowly surveyor'. His survey skills were applied to the construction 
of many of the canals that traverse UK becoming the main means of movement of produce before rail 

http://www.buildinghistory.org/maps.shtml
http://www.rmets.org/weather-and-climate/observing/barometers
http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/Photogrammetry/
http://tahoe.usgs.gov/DEM.html
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/professional/research/landscapes-and-areas/aerial-survey/archaeology/lidar/
http://www.google.co.uk/mars/
http://www.google.co.uk/moon/
http://www.slopeindicator.com/instruments/inclin-intro.php
http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/abs/research/micromet/Current/airborne/knowledge_exhange/john_ferguson_imaging.pdf
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/services/home.html
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/services/home.html
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took over. I have spent all my working life in mapping and surveying in Australia and surrounds and my 
regret at the age of 80 is the demise of the topographic map printed on paper and available on paper at 
a modest cost - at least in this country!... Robert F Skitch Lieutenant Colonel (ret) LS (Licensed 
Surveyor) - past Royal Australian Survey Corps. 
 
Prof John Howell in response said….Bob,Thanks for your quote and also informing folk that a) Simon 
Winchesters book is an excellent resource to find out more about William Smith and b) the map is on 
display in the Geological Society in Burlington House in London. 
Sorry if I was unclear with the phrase "lowly surveyor". Smith was indeed a surveyor of note. The point I 
was trying to make was that to the upper class gentry who formed the Geological Society any surveyor 
was "lowly". So it was not a reflection on Smith's status within the surveying community, rather a 
comment on the views held by the upper classes at that time of anybody who worked for a living. I hope 
that clarifies things. 
 

RA SVY IN ‘THE RANGER’ (Journal of the Defence Surveyors’ Association - UK)  

 
To mark the centenary celebration of RA Svy I was invited by 
Colonel Mike Nolan (RE Ret) to contribute an article for ‘The 
Ranger’ in the form of a short history of the Royal Australian 
Survey Corps with a couple of photos. Mike’s invitation arrived 
about a week or ten days before the planned publication date – 
December 2014. With little enough time to spare I was relieved to 
find I had a word doc on my computer of the ‘short history’ on our 
website. It needed beefing up a bit – it had quite a few gaps – and I 
did so. Suitable photos were another problem. A photo of a 
surveyor standing behind a theodolite or some other instrument 
would not really reflect the breadth of the Corps’ activities over 81 
years – so what to use from my limited resources? I finally emailed 
across to Mike two photos of Fortuna and our Association badge in 
colour. All were used and the Short History appeared in the Winter 
2014 Edition of ‘The Ranger’. I included of course the references to 
’Australia’s Military Mapmakers’ (C.D. Coulthard-Clark) ‘Lebanon to 
Labuan’ (Laurence Fitzgerald OBE); ‘Mapmakers of Fortuna’ 
(Valerie Lovejoy) and also the Wikipedia site – Royal Australian 
Survey Corps. 

 
Our website www.rasurvey.org is hyperlinked to the Defence Surveyors’ Association, publisher of The 
Ranger and also to Military Survey (Geography) Branch Royal Engineers Association who publish four 
times a year an excellent Newsletter. The Ranger is a very high quality publication and this issue 
contains a number of very interesting articles – too many to itemize. Most have a WW1 flavour but 
others are more general. One in particular that interested me (perhaps because I toured the Western 
Front last year) is titled ‘The Defence Geographic Centre and the Centenary of the First World War. 
Have a look through the hyperlink connection on our website (front page). 

 
PERSONALIA and Other Odd Jottings 

 
Alex Cairney our Association President will not be with us 
on ANZAC Day, he will be undertaking a voyage of a 
lifetime on the 85,000 tonne tourist ship Rhapsody of the 
Seas, (Royal Caribbean Line) a middle sized vessel 
carrying 2,000 passengers. Leaving Sydney on 17 April 
they call at Brisbane, Airlie Beach, Cairns, Darwin (on 
ANZAC day), Komodo (to see the dragons), Benoa, 

http://www.rasurvey.org/
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Singapore, Kuala Lumpur (Port Klang), Phuket, Colombo (Sri Lanka), then to India – Cochin, New 
Mangalore, Goa, Mumbai, Dubai, Muscat, Salah, Suez, Haifa (visit Jerusalem), Limasol (Cyprus), 
Rhodes Island (Greece) – the Colossus fell over,  Istanbul and then Alex flies home again; 5 June - 
away for six weeks. Wow – what a trip! I asked Alex if he was travelling with anyone and he said ‘yes, 
2,000 others’. No doubt Alex will get to know them all – or at least all will know Alex. 
PS: Alex adds: The main object is to go to Gallipoli. On arrival in Istanbul, 31May I will be met by a car 
and driver who will take me to the “Grand Hilarium Hotel.” The next day an air conditioned bus to 
Gallipoli, stopping for lunch at Eceabat, then a conducted tour of all memorial sites by golf cart --no 
walking--then ferry across Dardenelles to Canakkale for overnight stay. Next day a visit to the 
mythological/archeological site of Troy. Then back to Istanbul and 2 days at leisure. Then 5th June fly 
back to Brisbane via Dubai/ Singapore--Qantas/ Emirates--Alex 
 
Calling the RASVY Brains Trust: This email was received by Brian Mead (WA Assoc) last September 
from Paul Hunter (S/Sgt) 

  
Hi to All.     
     Can anyone help with this enquiry from an ex 4 RAR digger. Below is the text he sent me. 
Effectively, he has part of  a map of Phouc Tuy from circa 1970 in Vietnam. He believes the map to be 
genuine, but is asking about the yellow and orange shading.  He asks how the colours were placed on 
the map, and doubts it was highlighters - perhaps it was an overprint? He would also like to know what 
the colours indicate i.e. what was the intended map use. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. The 
enquiry comes from Mr Rex Baron, on the off chance anyone remembers him. The email enclosed a 
portion of an overprinted map  
Paul added the comment...    I believe the map itself is genuine and produced around 1967 as Firebase 
Cougar was established in that year. As there is no legend it is difficult to establish exactly what the 
coloured bits are supposed to represent. 
 
I have looked at many 1ATF and US operational maps from that era and have yet to see yellow and 
orange highlighters used. Somebody is passing this off as an operational map from 1970. Although the 
highlighter was invented four years before in 1963 but never reached a worldwide market until 1971 
when the  German company Stabilo started to make them. Perhaps they did lurk in the Survey troops 
colouring box???...............Is it a gunners map? .......any info will be greatly appreciated. 

Charlie Watson rose to the Brain Trust challenge as follows..... 
I am fairly sure that it is a land clearing overprint. One colour shows work done in the last 3 months and 
the other shows previously cleared land.  The land clearing was done by the engineers.  
The map was overprinted by A Section 1 Topo Survey Troop using a silk screen printer. 
 Regards..CWW 
 
Ed: I have included this exchange of emails to show that we elders of the Corps with our memory of past events 
can be of use. In any case – it is Interesting. 

   
Peter Bowen (WA Assoc) has scanned and converted to pdf twenty three early copies dating from 
1990 to 2000 of ‘Westlink’, the WA Assoc bulletin/newsletter. The pdf copy includes photos. Kym 
Weston has put them onto our website. I can attest that is no mean feat. I started doing a similar scan 
to a number of our early Bulletins and through lack of commitment gave up. Perhaps I should be 

inspired by Peter’s effort. Peter comments... .... I was certainly fascinated by some of the stories I read 

whilst scanning them - I probably read soft copy more than hard copy!  

 
Alex Cairney is rightly very proud of his daughter Professor Julie Cairney. July has recently been 
appointed to a professorial Chair at the University of Sydney in ‘Materials Characterisation, School of 
Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering Julie is also Deputy Director, Australian Centre 
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for Microscopy & Microanalysis. – Wow Alex – it is hard to get better than that. I am sure she must get it 
all from you! 

 
RAE Museum – Holsworthy - Peter Raue reports.....Had the chance for a look at the new Engineer 
Museum at Holsworthy yesterday. Most impressive. The curator and Army History Unit staff has done a 
terrific job setting up the collection and integrating the RASvy collection with the total Engineer 
collection.  
At this stage the museum won’t be officially opened till sometime in July and displays are still a work in 

progress. 
 
Ed: in response to a question I put to Peter he replied.... The committee was wound up a couple of 
years ago.  Everything, including volunteers, is run by Army History Unit now so committee was 
redundant. 
I wasn’t involved in the setup but people from Geomatic Wing were.  Actually we only have 3 volunteers 
who are ex RASvy.....Peter 
 
Op Mizmaze 1985 – Greg Tolcher 
.Greg Tolcher had this photo and the text below on the Facebook RASVY site (I know nothing about 
this). I thought ‘that’s interesting enough to put into our Bulletin’ but while I could copy the text, the 

photo wouldn’t come across. So I emailed Greg and he kindly sent it 
to me with the comment.... 
 “Ailsa and I will be driving down to Bendigo to join Centenary 

celebrations there. Don Sweeney recently asked Rob McHenry who 
our longest serving RASvy member is. They worked out Peter 
Jensen: however, if I keep serving to 9 Dec 15, I should be able to 
claim this crown. Retirement from Army beckons daily – I’ll clock up 
38 years in July and 37 years since the pleasure of our meeting.  I 

have a new goal to help stick it out a wee bit longer!” 
 Ed: Nice of Greg to say that!  I was CO of the Regiment at the time (late 

1970s) and Greg one of the young subalterns.  
 
For this new survey mark, the choice was to fell quite a few trees to 
achieve horizon clearance for the geoceiver antenna or to raise the 
antenna for the same effect. We couldn't pass up using this vertical 
branch so up we went, followed by trimming, tripod, antenna and 
rope. With some adaptive 'reduction to centre' (i.e. all 
measurements to reduce the antenna survey line to the new survey 
mark below), the survey was achieved without substantial damage 
to the environment. No axe party needed this time!...Lieutenant 

Colonel Greg Tolcher  14 February 2015 
 
Dr Gary Hunter has returned to Zimbabwe to continue his GIS work. The following is the first 
paragraph of his first newsletter for 2015….. 
 “Greetings from Zimbabwe! After my nine months’ work away from home in 2014 in Nigeria and 

Zimbabwe, I’ve returned here as a follow-up to my work last year with the Bulawayo City Council. This 
time I’m establishing Geographic Information Systems (known as GIS but essentially a form of mapping 
with computers) in four medium-size Zimbabwean towns: Gweru, Kadoma, Chinhoyi and Kariba”. 
 
Ed: I hold a complete file of all of Gary’s Newsletters – Afghanistan, Nigeria and Zimbabwe – and I 
have Gary’s permission to email any of them to any member of our Association who may be interested 
– or non-member, e.g. RAE or RA Int. Gary’s newsletters are always informative and amusing. The 
following story of a football match is both… 
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The Football Game – I went to a local football (soccer) game recently – the Bulawayo Highlanders 
versus their tribal arch-enemies, the Harare Dynamos. We got a large Zimbabwean fellow named Alan 
(who is well connected to the Highlanders club) to act as our escort into the stadium, as we were the 
only Europeans in a crowd of about 25,000. The Bulawayo players started well, but slowed down in the 
second half and then Harare scored to take the lead in the game. This upset the Bulawayo fans and 
bottles and numerous other objects started to fly onto the field from all parts of the ground. This 
continued throughout the game, with many stoppages by the referee to clear the field, and then a 
Harare player went and stood directly in front of the Bulawayo fans and taunted them – which naturally 
resulted in another barrage of flying objects.  
Five minutes before the end of the game, when it was clear their team was going to lose the match, the 
Bulawayo fans started to leave and deliberately made their way to the other end of the stadium where 
the Harare fans would depart from, in order to get to their buses taking them back home. The Bulawayo 
supporters decided to farewell the opposition fans according to the local custom of using large flying 
rocks, and that’s when the teargas and water cannons started to be used by the police. We stayed 
inside the grandstand for 45 minutes while all this excitement was occurring, and when we left the 
ground we only got a little bit of the teargas that was still floating. But it was o.k. Unfortunately, a 
Bulawayo fan was killed by some Harare supporters afterwards and that matter is now before the 
courts.  
As an aside, you’ll see later in this newsletter that an image relating to the soccer game was used in a 
“Spot the Difference” competition conducted by a local newspaper, where one of a pair of images is 
digitally altered and you have to correctly identify all the differences between the two pictures. All I can 
say is that if this image was used in the western world, then the unfortunate person who is the subject 
of the image would become very rich as a result of the litigation that would surely occur. 
 
VALE 
Joan Stedman widow of Colonel Jim Stedman, Director of Survey 1975-78 and Colonel Commandant 
1978-83 died on 26 February 2015, aged 92 after a short illness. She is survived by her three children, 
Mervyn, Barbara and Robert and many grandchildren and great grandchildren. Joan’s funeral took 

place Monday 9 March at the Garden Chapel, Albany Creek Road, 
Brisbane. Bob and Wendy Skitch attended. Bob reflects that he first 
met Joan (then of course Mrs Stedman) when he was on his Basic 
Course at the School of Survey, Balcombe in1955, Jim, then a 
Captain was acting Senior Instructor and took a very direct and 
personal interest in the 7/55 Basic Course. At the several social 
gatherings held in the old rec room Jim would bring Joan along and 
she would sit somewhat demurely in a corner with one or two other 
wives of instructors and we tended to look on her with some awe. 
Joan suffered the usual vicissitudes of army life, many postings with 
three young children with Jim frequently absent from home life for 
eight or nine months. Field trips were rarely less than that. Jim and 
Joan met in central coastal Queensland and married soon after the 
war, Jim was then a WO1. Promotion happened quickly during the 
war years. Joan’s funeral was attended by a large gathering of family 
and friends.  

   
Ray Stuchbery: Gary Warnest (Bendigo) advises.... I announce the sad information of the passing of 
another RASvy member.SPR 315238 Raymond Neil Stuchbery  RASvy  19 Jan 72 -31 Oct 75 who 
served at Fortuna.He died at Bendigo Hospice Dec 18 2014 aged 62 after a long illness. 
Ray "Bluey" was a talented man; he was an entertainer, teacher, builder, car collector and potter. 
His funeral wasl held at the William Farmer Chapel Victoria Street, Eaglehawk on Monday 22 

December  2014 at 2pm. 
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Jock Campbell – LVJ Smith phoned me to tell me that Jock Campbell had passed away after a long 
illness. Jock was one of a group who went through the School on basic course in the early 1950s, 
probably about 1953. Jock’s close friend was Mac McCarthy another Scotsman. I recall meeting, or at 
least being aware of Jock when I was on the 7/55 Basic Course and Jock and a few of his 
contemporaries were there doing a sergeant course – all corporals. All had not long returned from 
Project Xylon , the joint US/Aust mapping of New Britain using the technique  of shore-ship 
triangulation. Of course to us Basic Course sappers they were all like Gods. I am pretty sure that Jock 
also went on the 1956/57 Project Cutlass – New Ireland before finally parting company with the Corps. 
Jock with a number of others from RASvy went to work for Mt Isa Mines after leaving the Corps and 
remained there until his final retirement. Camaraderie lasts for many years and until recently quite a 
group from that basic course met annually at Dooley’s Pub in the Valley. The group included Len 
Davies, Dennis Cox, Jeff Lambert and Mac McCarthy. LVJ Smith was allowed to attend also. 
 
Bill Baker: - Bill died of a heart attack on the Longford Golf Course on Saturday 14 December 2014. 
Bill had lived with his wife Robyn at Longford Tasmania for some years.. Bill’s funeral service was held 
at Longford with a large attendance, estimated to be at least 200, attesting to his local popularity. A 
wake was held at the Longford RSL Sub Branch. Family members were joined by Bill and Robyn’s 
many friends, largely from the golf club. Bill’s great love was golf and Barry Lutwyche recalls that on his 
frequent trips to Tasmania he would call on Bill only to find he was out on the golf course.  
 
Four RA Svy members attended Bill’s funeral; they were Peter Cates from Adelaide, Bruce and Rosslyn 
Gordon, Russel and Kerrie Larson and Barry Lutwyche from Brisbane. A little background on Bill......  
 
Bill was born in Victoria and moved to Tasmania in the 1950s where his father worked for the HEC. Bill 
was educated at Launceston and worked as a survey draughtsman in Hobart until called up for National 
Service. He served continuously from 1966 to 1992, retiring at the rank of Warrant Officer Class Two. 
Bill’s postings apart from 1 Fd Svy Sqn included the School of Military Survey and 5 Fd Svy Sqn. In 
retirement from the Corps and having married Robyn they lived for a time at Uluru  in the Yallara Resort 
where Robyn held a senior management position in the Sheraton Hotel. Bill worked as an outdoors 
groundsman, a role the suited him well. They later moved to Tasmania and bought an historic B&B 
establishment (c1838) at Longford called the Racecourse Inn. 
 
Bob Skitch  recalls Bill during the mid 1970s in 1 Field Survey Squadron and especially on Operation 
Sandy Hill based at Cooktown in 1975, the last of the Aerodist operations. Bill was then a corporal and 
in Bob’s estimation one of the most reliable junior NCOs he had experienced. In a word, Bill was a 
regular good bloke. Bill is survived by his wife Robyn. 
 
Alan ‘Hawkeye’ Hawkins: John and Tracy Phillips emailed that they have received the following notice 
from Andy Lucas this morning for those who may have known Hawkeye.  Andy remembers Hawkeye 
from Adelaide in the late 70’s early 80’s.Andy reports….. 
 
On Saturday I got a phone call from Ken Hawkins, Alan’s older brother, to tell me that Alan had died in 
his flat late last week. Alan had Type 2 Diabetes and was managing that but Ken said that they 
discovered that Alan had other health problems that he hadn't disclosed. 
   
A Funeral Service was held to memorialise Alan at WD Rose Funeral Parlour, on the corner of the 
Nepean Highway and Marriage Road, Brighton East at 1430 hrs (2:30 pm) on Thursday, 26th March 
2015. 
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A POSTSCRIPT ….from Don Swiney;  
The Chief of Army has tasked the Army History Unit that has in turn tasked two recently retired and 
now serving in the Ares officers to produce a coffee table style illustrated history of the Indonesian – 
Australian Army relationship. One is BRIG Gary Hogan who has retired as HADS Jakarta. The 
mapping and charting operations form a substantial and at times only joint activity and were the 
mainstay of the relationship. The authors believe that that the RASvy contribution to the bilateral Army 
relationship over many years should be recognised appropriately within the pages of the book. The 
book will be a bilingual publication and our Indonesian colleagues and counterparts will, the authors 
hope, get as much out of the book as it's Australian readership.  
 
The authors, apart from the nuts and bolts, are really interested in any personal remembrances, 
anecdotes, friendships, and particularly photos, old maps or other publishable artifacts which may be 
in individual’’s possession. I have agreed to make up a list of people who might like to contribute 
together with what operation they were on and what they may have. That is not to say that the 
activities at both the School of Military Survey or the Army Survey Regiment should be forgotten.  
Start ratting around in those old boxes and memory banks!! and could you give this a wide circulation. 
Don Swiney 
 

 
Smile a’while 
The Lone Ranger and Tonto went camping in the desert. After they got their tent all set up, both men 
fell sound asleep. 
 
Some hours later, Tonto wakes the Lone Ranger and says, 'Kemo Sabe, look Towards sky, what you 
see?  
'The Lone Ranger replies, 'I see millions of stars.' 
 
What that tell you?' asked Tonto. 
 
The Lone Ranger ponders for a minute then says, 'Astronomically speaking, it tells me there are 
millions of galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Astrologically, it tells me that Saturn is in Leo. 
Time wise, it appears to be approximately a quarter Past three in the morning. Theologically, the Lord is 
all-powerful and we are small and insignificant. Meteorologically, it seems we will have a beautiful day 
tomorrow. What's it tell you, Tonto?' 
 
"You dumb so and so. It means someone stole the tent."  
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FIVE DAYS ON THE WESTERN  FRONT.....Bob Skitch 
 

 
Poppies on the roadside 

 
Vimy Ridge Canadian Memorial 

 

 
Underground Vimy Ridge Souterraine 

 

 
Villiers Bretonneau Victoria School 

 
Villiers Bretonneau Victoria School 

 

 
1

st
 Australian Division memorial – one of many 

 

 
‘Hill 60’ crater, one of several 
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Menin Gate Memorial 

 

 
Menin Gate – Buglers  

 

 
Neuville-Saint Vaast German Cemetery 

German crosses and a Jewish headstone 
Auf diesm Soldatenfriedhof 

rvhen 44,833 deutschz Soldaten. 
Dans ce cimet iere militaire 

Reposent des soldats 

 

 

 
Fromelles – Pheasant Wood Australian Cemetery 

 

 

 
Fromelles – VC Corner – names of those buried 

here on the wall at the back 
 

 
Fromelles – Australian Memorial Park – the 

‘Cobbers Statue’
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